
COMBINATION OF OCCUPATIONS UNDER PERM 
 
By Nathan A. Waxman 
 
 The final PERM regulations, now entering their fourth year of implementation, 
retained from the prior permanent labor certification regulatory scheme a general 
intolerance to the imposition by employers of job requirements considered by the Labor 
Department to be unrealistic or abnormal. This general prohibition has been justified by 
the Labor Department’s regulatory insistence that positions for which labor certification 
be sought not contain requirements which would artificially deter or disqualify otherwise 
qualified U. S. workers. 
 
 Like restrictive requirements in general, and foreign language requirements in 
particular, requirements for a job opportunity which ostensibly combine duties 
characteristic of more than one occupation are generally prohibited under the PERM 
regulations. And, as is the case for both restrictive requirements and foreign language 
requirements, the PERM regulations recognize the eligibility for labor certification of  
job opportunities which combine occupations, under limited circumstances. 
 
 While the PERM regulations, at 20 CFR 656.17(h)(3), with limited exception 
prohibit combinations of occupations, the prior regulatory scheme at 20 CFR 
656.21(b)(2)(ii) similarly prohibited combinations of duties. 
 
 The change in nomenclature from “combination of duties” under the legacy 
regulation to “combination of occupations” under the PERM regulations does not signal a 
substantive alteration in law or policy. On the contrary, the Supplementary Information to 
the PERM regulations succinctly affirms that this rebadging, rather than reflecting a 
substantive change in the law, recognizes that “most jobs involve a combination of 
duties”. Review of the duties inherent in most occupations bears this out. Some obvious 
examples of unitary job opportunities involving combination of duties would be attorneys 
involved in management and training of paralegals, physicians responsible for monitoring 
insurance billing, and MEDVAC helicopter crew members whose duties commonly 
include providing emergency medical care. By way of contrast, combination occupations 
would presumably include positions such as tax lawyer/CPA, physician/dentist or 
RN/pharmacist. While the extremes on the duty vs. occupation continuum are easy to 
recognize as generally impermissibly combinatory, e.g. ventriloquist/podiatrist, how can 
we distinguish the more subtle cases such as tour bus driver which is considered to be a 
singular occupation under the DOT, vis a vis tax lawyer/CPA, which arguably is 
excessively combinatory? How do we distinguish between permissibly unitary job 
opportunities, which merely combine duties normally associated with distinct 
occupations, and on the contrary prohibited combinations of occupations?  
 
 A review of BALCA decisions interpreting the legacy regulation on combination 
of duties and the language of the PERM regulation, as well as its accompanying 
Supplementary Information, provides the practitioner with a reasonably effective test of 
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whether duties cohere within a singular job opportunity or whether they will require 
special justification as excessively combinatory.  
 
BALCA Decisions on Combinatory Occupations 
 
 The key en banc BALCA decision regarding combination occupations is Matter 
of Roberts L. Lippert Theatres232. In Lippert, BALCA was confronted with a virtual 
reductio ad absurdum of combinatory occupations; a movie theatre chain seeking 
certification of a job opportunity combining the transparently disparate duties 
characteristic of film projectionists and accountants. 
 
  Lippert, arguably an overreaction to an exceptionally implausible combination 
position, established a higher standard for justifying combination of job duties than the 
general business necessity standard made applicable to job opportunities deemed unduly 
restrictive, but not necessarily combinatory in Matter of Information Industries233.  
 
 In Lippert, BALCA determined the Information Industries standard of business 
necessity justification (while applicable to restrictive requirements in general) to be 
inapplicable to overcoming the bar to combination occupations. Thus, while job 
requirements found unduly restrictive for exceeding the SVP could be justified by the 
Information Industries business necessity test, i.e. the ostensibly excessive or abnormal 
experience or education requirements bore a reasonable relationship to the occupation in 
the context of the employer’s business and the disputed requirements were essential for 
reasonable performance of the job duties, such a test is not applicable to combination of 
duties cases. In its place, Lippert substituted a far more severe business necessity test of 
“level of impracticality as to make the employment of two workers infeasible”. BALCA 
in Lippert cautions employers that they must document that reasonable alternatives to the 
combination of disparate occupational job duties into one job opportunity cannot be 
satisfied by such “reasonable alternatives” as the creation of multiple part-time positions, 
the acquisition of new or updated equipment or a reorganization of the company’s work 
force. 
 
 This is a very formidable business necessity standard. As will be discussed below, 
it remains to be seen whether DOL will apply the Lippert yardstick to measurement of 
business necessity as a justification for combination of occupations under the PERM 
regulations. 
 
 A fairly consistent line of subsequent BALCA cases has exempted otherwise 
seemingly combinatory occupations where the now generally obsolete DOT or the 
currently employed O*NET and OOH themselves consolidate duties seemingly 
characteristic of distinct occupations into one occupational classification. In a 2003 pre-
PERM decision, David Razo Gardening Service 234, the more expansive dimension of the 

                                                 
232 88-INA-433 (1990) (en banc) 
233 88-INA-92 (1989) (en banc) 
234 2002-INA-129 (2003) 
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fewer than one thousand O*NET classifications, many of which are further explicated in 
the OOH, resulted in a position as landscape gardener, which included sprinkler 
installation, to be considered to not constitute a combination of duties. It is important for 
practitioners to note that the more encompassing O*NET occupational categories 
frequently encompass multiple distinct job categories under the obsolete DOT. 
Accordingly, many cases appearing to be  combinatory under the DOT may not require 
justification under any of the three regulatory justifications under the PERM regulations 
because in fact they do not constitute combination occupations under the O*NET/OOH.  
 
 While BALCA has consistently exempted job opportunities from the combination 
bar if the duties fall within a singular occupation, as recognized by ETA in one of its 
occupations compilations, it has also cautioned that these categories should not be 
applied mechanically. Thus where auditing appeared in the DOT categories for both 
accountant and internal auditor, BALCA recognized that internal auditing could 
constitute a non-combinatory dimension of accounting in Take One Computers235.  
 
 This line of BALCA cases should demonstrate to practitioners that a Certifying 
Officer’s challenge to certification as impermissibly combinatory need not be rebutted 
under the three justifications provided under 656.17(h)(3) if in fact the duties constitute 
elements of a singular O*NET category. How then, may a combination of occupations be 
justified, like the accountant-projectionist in Lippert, when no resort to O*NET proves 
availing?  
 
 The PERM regulations, including the prefacing Supplementary Information, 
provides some guidance to practitioners, in the absence of a pattern of BALCA 
adjudication to date, of combination of occupation cases filed under the PERM 
regulation.  
 
The PERM Combination of Occupation Regulation 
 
 The PERM regulation at 656.17 (h)(3) incorporates virtually verbatim the 
predecessor regulation at 656.21 (b)(2)(ii), including the same language regarding the 
three permissible justifications for a job opportunity that ultimately does in fact constitute 
a combination of occupations; (a) a prior history of employing personnel in the disputed 
combination of occupations, (b) that workers customarily perform the combination in the 
area of employment and/or, (c) that the combination arises from a business necessity.  
 
 The PERM regulation, unlike its similarly worded predecessor provision, offers a 
non exclusive list of suggested means by which an employer may document that a job 
offer comprising a combination of occupations satisfies one or more of the three 
exceptions to the combination bar specified in 656.17 (h)(3): 
 
 “Combination occupations can be documented by position description and 
 relevant payroll records, and/or letters from other employers stating their workers 
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 normally perform the combination of occupations in the area of intended 
 employment, and/or documentation that the combination occupation arises from a 
 business necessity.” 
 
 While the above list does not claim to be an exclusive enumeration of 
documentation potentially appropriate for establishing that a combination of occupations 
is either normal for the employer or is an industry norm, practitioners should probably 
attempt to establish both, whenever possible. 
 
 Business necessity remains available as the remaining regulatory justification 
available for overcoming the combination bar. It is by no means incompatible with the 
prior two justifications and should be offered where appropriate as an additional factor 
warranting certification. The NPRM had in fact deleted business necessity, and would 
have substituted a rather draconian additional requirement that the combination 
occupation would have to have been maintained by the employer or documented within 
the area of employment within the two years prior to filing.  
 
 To the Department of Labor’s credit, the retention of business necessity and the 
deletion of the inflexible prior two year restriction was motivated by its deference to the 
comments of organizations such as AILA in response to the NPRM, which argued that 
business necessity was necessitated by the flexibility employers needed to “merge 
occupations in a rapidly changing technological and global marketplace”. 
 
 While employers may continue to use their own pattern of employment or local 
industry norm without resorting to business necessity documentation, business necessity 
remains the indispensable default justification for combination occupational justification 
in newly emergent occupations, particularly within technology fields. 
 
 Thus while an “ice road trucking” enterprise in Northern Alaska may rely on 
industry norm to justify positions combining driving and equipment repair/maintenance, 
a start up biotechnology company may have no such industry norm to rely upon, and of 
necessity might need to attempt reliance upon a business necessity justification for the 
combination. 
 
 What business necessity standard is applicable to justifying transparently 
combinatory occupations, such as acupuncturist/shoe designer, or private 
detective/psychic? The final PERM regulations specify with particularity the business 
necessity standards applicable to requirements exceeding the SVP, at 656.17 (h)(1) to be 
the relatively moderate Information Industries standard, whose two part test is 
incorporated into the regulation and referenced in the Supplementary Information, and 
specify the standard applicable to foreign language requirements, at 617.17 (h)(2), which 
incorporates by reference the relatively flexible business necessity test annunciated by the 
BIA in Lucky Horse Fashions, Inc.236.  
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 While the companion provisions in 617.17(h) regarding SVP and foreign 
language specify the business necessity test appropriate to overcome restrictive job 
requirements, otherwise inappropriate under these criteria, the combination of 
occupations provision is silent as to which business necessity test is contemplated as 
appropriate to justify the combination. Moreover, no mention is made as to the business 
necessity test contemplated by DOL in the Supplementary Information, which sanguinely 
restores business necessity to PERM despite a virulent and resolute attempt in the NPRM 
to banish it for posterity. 
 
 Many practitioners have presumed that Certifying Officers will apply the en banc 
and indisputably rigorous Lippert standard of business necessity justification for 
otherwise inappropriately combinatory occupations, thereby limiting business necessity 
to a showing of “a level of impracticality as to make the employment of two workers 
infeasible”237.  Nonetheless, the regulatory silence as to the appropriate business 
necessity test and the generally favorable attitude toward emerging combination 
occupations evinced in the Supplemental Information might provide some hope that the 
more moderate Information Industries test will ultimately prove applicable. To date no 
post-PERM BALCA decisions have addressed the issue. 
 
Practice Pointers 
 
 The best offence is a good defense. Try to avoid a combination of occupations by 
searching O*NET and the related OOH carefully. However, emerging occupations or 
employer specific combinations will inevitably arise. In those scenarios, try to rely upon 
either or both employer custom or local industry norm.  
 
 Business necessity should always remain the final refuge. Practitioners should 
also note that the revised ETA 9089 will provide a space in which to attempt justification 
of a combinatory occupation. Careful wording might well avert an audit or worse, a 
denial. 
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